
We need your help - right now!

Dear <<First Name>>,

As a past or continuing supporter of Advocates Abroad, we need your help
once again! In order to continue our indispensable work of providing
information and legal assistance to the refugees and asylum seekers in
Greek camps and shelters - and elsewhere in Europe - our field teams need
funds.
 
We have never had more volunteer attorneys, interpreters and experts
than this summer, in a time that other NGOs are leaving Greece because
they can no longer afford their field programs. Because the need for
lawyers is greater than ever, we are determined to stay in Greece and
ensure smooth, consistent provision of our services. We need financial
resources in order to continue providing information and legal support.

Because of this need and our few remaining resources, we kindly ask for
your support!
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We also ask that you post the message below on your Facebook, Twitter,
personal blog, website, and other social media, to ask for financial support
from your friends, family and colleagues as well!

Advocates Abroad needs your help this summer! 
Any donation counts - no matter how modest!

More info: https://AdvocatesAbroad.org
Free and instant PayPal donations: https://www.paypal.me/advocatesabroadNGO

Advocates Abroad is a 501(c)3 non-profit organization and all donations are tax
deductible and all donations shall be spent only on operational costs.

Advocates Abroad is comprised of over 200 volunteers and provides free, critical
legal aid to refugees and asylum seekers primarily in Greece, and throughout
Europe.

We are at the height of our activities since we started in 2015, and need financial
resources in order to continue and expand our work this summer.

Any donation counts - no matter how modest!

Our mission is to preserve human dignity and the guarantees of asylum
rights through the provision of free legal service to all asylum seekers.

Your continued support means the world to us and our mission.

Until next time,

Ariel Ricker

Executive Director
Advocates Abroad
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